Pizza Self 24 h by Cierreci is the leader in the hot vending machine industry, present in Italy and in the world, especially in North and East Europe. It's a real "Cooking & Pizza Vending Machine" - an automatic hot pizza distributor with delicious ready-to-eat pizzas. Pizza Self 24 h is available in two models: with 1 fridge or 2 fridges.

**Technology, flavour and quality**
Pizza Self 24 h is able to bake and churn a pizza in less than three minutes. The pizzas have previously been cut and are packaged in a practical resealable pizza box. An "Emilian" excellence in terms of technology, construction and food quality, thanks to certified suppliers.

**Technical Support, training and professionalism**
Purchasing Pizza Self 24 h means to also have constant Technical Support available: the routine and special maintenance in case of need is guaranteed by qualified Cierreci personnel. We also have available training courses in our factory, for those assigned any maintenance roles to handle the dispenser.

Pizza Self dispenser pizzas are:
- 1 or 2 flavors, up to 84 pizzas (42 pizzas for fridge)
- previously cooked, frozen and stockpiled
- previously cut and packaged in a convenient pizza box

**Where to use**
PIZZA COOKING & FOOD CORNER is all over the world

- Cinemas
- Petrol Stations
- Hotels
- Restaurants
- Stadiums
- Shopping Centres
- Train Stations
- Schools
- Offices
- Car Parks
- Airports
- Casinos
- Hospitals

Your custom distributor
each Pizza Self 24 h dispenser can be customized with a specific brand and artwork. The vinyl can be studied in detail according to the customer's stylistic and communication requirements.

PizzaSelf24h by Cierreci S.r.l.
Via Prandi, 2 • 42019 Scandiano (RE) • Italy • Tel. +39 0522 1825180
www.pizzaself24.com • info@pizzaself24.com

Pizza 24 h
Cierreci Srl owns all rights to intellectual property of Pizza Self 24, according to the certifications C.E, NSF and U – CSA (US/Canada).

Cierreci Srl  owns all rights to intellectual property of Pizza Self 24, according to the certifications C.E, NSF and U – CSA (US/Canada).

READY IN ONLY
3 MINUTES
Pizza Self 24 by Cierreci is the leader in the hot vending machine industry: present in Italy and in the world, especially in North and East Europe, it's a real "Cooking & Pizza Vending Machine" - an automatic hot pizza distributor with delicious ready-to-eat pizzas. Pizza Self 24 is available in two models: with 1 fridge or 2 fridges.

**Tecnology, flavour and quality**
Pizza Self 24 is able to bake and churn a pizza in less than three minutes. The pizzas have previously been cut and are packaged in a practical resealable pizza box. An "Emilian" excellence in terms of technology, construction and food quality, thanks to certified suppliers.

**Tecnical Support, training and professionalism**
Purchasing Pizza Self 24 means to also have constant Technical Support available: the routine and special maintenance in case of need is guaranteed by qualified Cierreci personnel. We also have available training courses in our factory, for those assigned any maintenance roles to handle the dispenser.

Pizza Self dispenser pizzas are:
- 1 or 2 flavors, up to 84 pizzas (42 pizzas for fridge)
- previously cooked, frozen and stockpiled
- previously cut and packaged in a convenient pizza box

Anytime you want, a hot pizza in less than 3 minutes, just like in your favourite Pizzeria

1090 mm (1 fridge) / 1710 mm (2 fridges)

It saves energy and space
The Vending Machine Pizza Self 24 is:
- energy efficient: consumes only 2,5 kW (for 1 fridge), 3 kW (for 2 fridges)
- can be hooked up to a normal socket 220V - 16A
- does not require a chimney
- conforms to CE/UNI-EN/CEI-EN/UL/NSF
- Machine weight is 350 kg (with 1 fridge), 480 kg (with 2 fridges)

Anytime you want, a hot pizza in less than 3 minutes, just like in your favourite Pizzeria
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Strategic frequented locations